Snappy tunes from Bob Wills
to Bob Dylan and beyond...

SILVER HAIRED & SOLID GOLD
Michael Faubion and Henery Roesing are two real musicians who play real music
on real instruments. As the name implies, we play music from the 60s and the 40s,
but also anything else we think we can get away with. We do old country classics,
pop standards like All of Me and Georgia On My Mind, western swing, folk songs,
cowboy songs, and, of course, our original compositions.
Our CD, “Feelin Fine” features 14 original songs, including Michael’s “International
Airport Rd.” and Hank’s yodeling tour-de-force, “Cowboy Hat.” The recording is
just pure 60/40 in front of microphones, unadorned by any slick recording studio
production tricks.
Henery “Hank” Roesing is an accomplished yodeler and a dandy songwriter. He
plays a Martin guitar he bought new before anybody heard of Elvis, using a
thumbpick and bare fingers. Hank grew up in Texas under the influence of Bob
Wills, Hank Williams and the Sons of the Pioneers.
Michael Faubion usually plays an old archtop guitar he got at a yard sale for three
dollars and spent a lot more money fixing up. Michael plays country, blues, swing,
folk and even rock with equal abandon. Michael is a songwriter and is among the
many non-winners of the Alaska Song Of The Year Contest.
G.W. Keyl is a well-known Anchorage singer of cowboy songs and Western Swing
standards. He’s taken up the reins of the bass guitar and is now riding with 60/40
as we explore the musical horizons of the Open Range. (Our music is definitely not
fenced in.)
Howard Okland is one of the few percussionists content to play just a snare drum
and hi-hat with brushes. His impeccable timing keeps everybody on track and in
the groove.
We combine distinct styles of playing to make familiar music interesting and fun.
We do songs you remember but haven’t heard for a while, making them new again
with Hank’s fingerpicking, Michael’s flatpicking and their two voices harmonizing.
There’s enough variety for just about everyone to relate to something we cook up.
casual yet professional • appropriate volume • on time and in tune

AVAILABLE FOR PARTIES, DANCES AND WEDDINGS

258-2877 or 677-2570

michael@9hats.com • hankroe@juno.com

www.9hats.com/Sixty-For ty

